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footing." He preferred an executive department of three persons,
"drawn from different portions of the Country/*
The debate went over to Monday, June 4, when Wilson replied
to landolph. The gentleman from Virginia, Wilson observed,
had argued less about the measure itself than about its chances
for popularity. Wilson believed that the people, who all knew
that "a single magistrate is not a King/' would not find in a single
executive any semblance of monarchy. Each of the thirteen states,
though agreeing in almost nothing else in their constitutions, had
a single head, as governor or president "The idea of three heads
has taken place in none." If there should be three heads in the
national executive, there could be neither vigor nor tranquillity.
When the vote was taken, New York, Delaware, and Maryland
voted no. This meant that Yates and Lansing outnumbered
Hamilton in the New York delegation; that Delaware was keep-
ing to its line of resistance to anything that seemed to threaten
small states; and that Jenifer of Maryland, the only delegate
present from that state, was a quorum of one. All the other seven
states represented were in favor of a single executive.
But the Virginia delegation was divided within itself. Ran-
dolph, Blair, and Mason, who was just then out of the chamber
though he had left his adverse vote, were opposed. Washington,
Madison, and McClurg were present and favorable, and Wythe
before he departed for Virginia had- left his vote on their side.
Since Wythe was not to return, and would not vote after today,
the six delegates remaining might continue to be divided in such
a way as to make their agreement impossible. This would cost
their delegation the advantage it had so far had, and might
imperil the success of the Virginia plan.
The first clause of the eighth Virginia resolution, which the
committee took up next, was "that the national executive and a
convenient number of the national judiciary ought to compose a
Council of revision* with authority to pass on all the acts of the
national legislature. In the debate that followed, the committee
could not agree to join the judiciary with the executive in this
veto power, and the matter was postponed for later considera-
tion. Wilson and Hamilton were for giving the executive "an
absolute negative on the laws." The vote against them was ten
• to none. Butler of South Carolina moved, and Franklin seconded,
that the executive have the power to suspend any legislative act

